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Old Program Evaluation Standards
Evaluation 
Standard Who How Often Essential 

Questions Summary Report

E1 CEP students
Every 

section
No

Yes, disaggregated 
by instructor

E2 CEP alumni, 
one year out

Every year Yes Yes

E3 CEP alumni, 
four years out

Every three 
years

Yes Yes

E4 Instructors, Principals, 
Guidance Counselors

Every three 
years

Yes
Yes, disaggregated 

by role

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Currently, there are four categories of required program evaluation surveys for NACEP. The intent of these various surveys is to provide your program and school partners with feedback regarding the courses and overall program, alerting your program to both strengths and possible problems. Under the current standards, we require that every year, programs survey CEP alumni who are one year out of high school. Then, at least every three years, programs survey those who are 4 years out of high school. These surveys give you information on how well your courses served students as far as their skills, confidence, degree progress, and credit transferability. In addition, NACEP currently requires, and continues within the new standards to recommend, that you survey your school partners to get their views and feedback on the program to determine the impact concurrent enrollment has had on the school. Under current standards, these surveys are to be conducted every 3 years. Online, NACEP provides “Essential Questions” for you to use for the surveys; you may supplement with additional questions your program may have. Programs should work with a qualified researcher, who is identified in the report or coversheet.  In addition to the Word templates, NACEP has SurveyMonkey and Qualtrics templates.  We encourage you to also use the NACEP Survey Guide as a resource.



*New* Program Evaluation Standards

Evaluation 
Standard Who How 

Often Methods Use of Results

E1 CEP students
Each 

course Survey
Shared with instructor 
and appropriate faculty

E2 CEP alumni, 
partners

Every 
year

Various
Shared with College & 

School;
CEP Improvement Plan 
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Presentation Notes
The new evaluation standards are streamlined and more flexible. The intent of the end-of-course surveys is to provide the program and instructors with feedback regarding the courses. This intent is built into the language in the new E1 standard. These evaluations are key components in instructor evaluation and supervision. Faculty governance and union rules may proscribe who has access to the results and how they are used in instructor evaluation, but generally faculty liaisons or department chairs in NACEP-accredited programs, and often CEP staff, review these results so they are alerted to both strengths and possible problems with individual instructors. Some programs share results with school principals too, depending on your agreements with them. This is one of the standards where NACEP's standard may exceed your college's practice on campus. NACEP's current standards have exclusively relied on surveys to determine the impact of CE on longitudinal student success. Recognizing that surveys are only one tool, and often a blunt tool, for conducting evaluation, the new standards emphasize the importance of conducting regular studies that inform program improvement, but would provide greater flexibility to programs in the research methods used to conduct such studies. Programs should be considering what data is necessary for informed decision-making, and how that data can best be collected.



E1: End of Course Evaluations
Required Evidence

1.Survey instrument. If there is variation among departments, submit 
one sample of each type of evaluation instrument used. 

2.Sample of an evaluation report instructors receive regarding the 
college/university course. If there is variation among departments, 
submit one sample of each type of evaluation report used. 

3.Description of process used to administer the survey and share 
student course evaluation results with CE instructors and faculty 
liaisons, as well as any follow-up actions that the concurrent enrollment 
program may take based on the results.
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What do reviewers want to see for Standard E1?Sample of each type of evaluation instrument (if variation among depts.) Most programs use a college-wide course evaluation tool, perhaps with some modifications in the delivery format or questions, based on the CEP program’s needs. Sometimes individual departments have their own customization, which likewise should be used for CEP courses from those departments.Sample of each type of evaluation report given to instructors (This report is sent to instructors, but can be shared with others (with personal info redacted)You also will need to include a methodology/process description: Explain how the survey compares to the one used on campus, the methods used to implement the survey, and how feedback is shared with instructors and appropriate individuals such as liaisons and school partners. Do you use the same survey questions and format as used on campus or how was it adjusted? Do you survey all CE sections, or a subset; if a subset, how are those selected? For instructors who teach multiple sections of the same course, the new 2017 standard would allow a program to conduct an evaluation of a minimum of one of those sections each term, if that is an accepted practice on campus, or to evaluate an instructor’s courses on a rotation. NACEP recommends that programs survey every section since this is a valuable tool for identifying problems and supporting quality instruction. But, we understand that some may not be able to do this. Your process needs to be at least as comprehensive as the campus policy; for example, if all sections are surveyed for campus faculty in their first 5 years teaching, then your program should be doing that at a minimum. Unlike the other required surveys, you don’t need to write up an analysis for E1. (yay!)



• Consider using the tool or delivery method your college uses
• Survey Instrument: Paper or Online (e.g. SurveyMonkey)
• No required NACEP questions – surveys can vary by discipline
• Consider questions that help you understand CE course and students 
• For e-surveys, post link on CEP website and email to students
• Captive audience 

• administer during class

• Prep instructors in advance

E1: End of Course Evaluations
Tips and Ideas
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For E1, most CEP’s use the same or similar survey instrument as is used on campus,  perhaps with some modifications in the format or questions, based on the CEP program’s needs.That decision is up to you, as is your method of surveying. Some programs have great success with paper surveys, but that is usually more labor-intensive for CEP staff members to collate. Other programs use online systems such as SurveyMonkey or Qualtrics.  There also are some commercial survey programs more targeted toward concurrent enrollment.When designing your survey instrument, think through how the information is going to be shared with instructors, faculty liaisons, and schools partners. Be sure to tell students that  1) the survey is anonymous, 2) the amount of time needed to complete the survey, and 3) the authentication details, if any. You may also want to remind students that this is an evaluation of the course, not the instructor. You may want to consider questions that go beyond what is asked on your campus. Some samples of useful open-ended questions are included on the right side of this slide. However, as mentioned before, NACEP does not require specific questions for this standard.



E2: Program/Student Outcomes Evaluations
Required Evidence

1. Provide a detailed report describing a research study or set of evaluations that 
the CEP conducted within the last two academic years prior to applying. 

2. Describe how the results and any improvement plans are being communicated 
with the college and school leadership, as well as how the program tracks whether 
the improvement plan is yielding beneficial results. 

3. Describe the types and frequency of program evaluation methods used by the 
program to assess student success, impact on school partners and/or other program 
goals.
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Intent:To determine transfer credit recognition and track student college matriculation. To inform and guide program improvementTo gauge student satisfactionThe old E2 and E3 Standards required specific surveys of your CEP alumni, with the intent of determining the long-range benefits of concurrent enrollment participation for your students. The analyzed results of these surveys will  give you information on how well your courses served them in the areas of skill development, confidence, degree progress, and credit transferability. The intent of the standard hasn’t really changed. NACEP still expects your program to determine the impact of CE on your students, but now it provides for flexibility in how you are gathering that data. We want to stress that programs are welcome to continue using the existing survey tools that NACEP has developed. But many programs may find that these surveys are insufficient, either due to lack of response or inability to answer certain questions your program or College has about your students. Generally, programs, Colleges, and partner high schools have lots of questions about what happens to CE students after they leave high school. Where do the go, how do they do, what impact did the program have on their decisions, is there any discernible difference between how CE and non-CE students in regards to GPA, retention, completion. What about access? Are there certain students who benefit more from our CE? Are there certain courses with a greater impact? What is the impact of the number of credits a student has earned? With an institutional researcher, programs should consider what data is necessary for informed decision-making and how that data is best collected. For this standard you will need to describe your various methods of program evaluation, how often they occur, how the results inform any improvement plans, and how this information is shared with all relevant stakeholders.It is recommended that you regularly assess the needs and perspectives of your school partners to get their views and feedback on the program to determine the impact concurrent enrollment has had on the school. Whether you do this using NACEP’s survey template or some other tool, this sort of evaluation can used as part of your evidence for Partnership Standard 2.



Expectations for the E2 Report
• Abstract – “the highlights”– key findings

• Introduction – the purpose of the study

• Methodology – research design, qualified researcher, how data was 
collected, follow-ups & response rates (for any surveys)

• Results – summary of the data using charts/tables as needed to 
visualize the findings

• Discussion – implications of the results for the CEP, College, 
schools, students; improvement plan 

• Include any research instruments (e.g., survey, focus group 
questions) 
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An abstract is a paragraph summarizing what you did, what you found, and why the findings are important.The introduction provides background or context for understanding the study, as well as your motivation. Why did you decide to do this study (perhaps referring to past studies that you or others have done)? How does this fit within your CEP or College’s strategic goals or assessment plans? The methodology is what it sounds like – a description of your methods. Either here or in your coversheet, please include the names of the individuals or departments who helped with your study. This researcher can help develop a methodology appropriate for the research questions your CEP has. Researchers also assist with survey analysis to help you draw appropriate conclusions based on the data. If no one in your program has research background, then you should work with your institutional research department, or contract with a faculty member or consultant who has a research background. In the results section, you provide your data, using charts and descriptions to walk the reader through what you found.The discussion is where you state what you learned. What do the results tell you about your program’s strengths and areas that may need improvement? How will this information be used by your program, College, or schools? If you've done this type of study before, discuss trends over time. What are the “take home messages” and what new questions were raised? FOR EXAMPLE, if your alumni data shows that most students who didn’t transfer credits never sent an official transcript to their college, what steps would you take to better inform students about the steps to successfully transfer their credits.



• Alumni surveys (students 1-year-out and 4-years-out of HS)

• National Student Clearinghouse (NSC)

• State Education Department or University System

• Internal data on CEP students who have matriculated

• Focus groups of CEP alumni

• Survey of current CEP seniors

• School partner surveys

Some Examples of E2 Resources and Methods
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Under the new standards, programs may continue to conduct surveys using the existing methodology.  In particular, programs that have never conducted program evaluation previously will find it easiest to do the surveys since we provide templates of the survey, a guide with tips on administering the survey, and example reports in your training packet.Here are other examples of sources of data for programs to evaluate their impact on students. Some programs have used internal College data on CE students who matriculated at the institution to analyze the relationship between CE and GPA, performance in subsequent courses, and degree completion. Others use the National Student Clearinghouse to track CE student enrollment at other institutions. Some states have developed databases to help track and share information about CE students who enroll in public institutions within the state. Programs may use a combination of tools, such as a senior survey and then an alumni survey or focus groups. 



Some 
Examples 
of E2 
NWACC



Some 
Examples 
of E2 
NWACC



Some 
Examples 
of E2 
NWACC



Some 
Examples 
of E2 
NWACC



• Will rise if the culture of taking evaluations is strengthened

• Over time users become familiar with system and process

• Motivate students to provide feedback

• Use multiple methods of outreach – mail, phone, email (with 

accurate addresses), social media, school mailing

• Provide frequent reminders

Tips for increasing survey response rates
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In general, the community has to think of evaluations as a part of a duty to the program – this is the cultural shift. They—instructors, liaisons, and school partners--have to see the benefit that students’ opinions can provide to them and the program. Over time, students will get used to the process and being asked for their feedback. If you use email, they will get used to checking their email for your surveys. Consider sending something to your seniors letting them know that they will be asked to provide feedback after they graduate. Students need to know why their feedback matters! Many programs use email to reach alumni, but these addresses may no longer be valid. One tool for updating your records is to administer a quick survey to seniors, asking them for new contact information. Use your program’s and school partners’ social media to get the word out. Schools may be willing to help with mailings; sometimes a parent or alum will ignore a letter from you, but pay attention to the mail coming from their alma mater.



Questions on Program Evaluation



Future NACEP Webinars and Events:

June 19: NACEP Accreditation Mini-Series-
Program Evaluation

June 21: Continuous Improvement 
Continuously: Ensuring your partnership is 
achieving your goals. 

July

August
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